Non-redundant Raman imaging using optical eigenmodes
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Various forms of imaging schemes have emerged over the last decade that are based on correlating variations in incident illuminating light fields to the outputs of single ‘bucket’ detectors. However, to date, the role of the orthogonality of the illumination fields has largely been overlooked and furthermore, the field has not progressed beyond bright field imaging. By exploiting the concept of orthogonal illuminating fields, we demonstrate the application of optical eigenmodes (OEi) to wide field, scan-free spontaneous Raman imaging, which is notoriously slow in wide-field mode. The OEi approach enables a form of indirect imaging that exploits both phase and amplitude in image reconstruction. The use of orthogonality enables us to non-redundantly illuminate the sample and, in particular, use a subset of illuminating modes to obtain the majority of information from the sample, thus minimising any photobleaching or damage of the sample. The crucial incorporation of phase, in addition to amplitude, in the imaging process significantly reduces background noise and results in an improved SNR for the image while reducing the number of illuminations. As an example we can reconstruct images of a surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) active sample with approximately an order of magnitude fewer acquisitions. This generic approach may readily be applied to other imaging modalities such as fluorescence microscopy or nonlinear vibrational microscopy.

I. INTRODUCTION

A generic challenge in all forms of imaging is to acquire information in a rapid, damage-free manner. In the optical domain, photo-damage can be an issue in numerous forms of biomedical methods and furthermore the very manner of sample illumination is typically non-optimal. In this context, structured illumination aims to engineer the excitation/illumination beams to achieve either faster acquisition [1], higher resolution [2, 3] or even 3D imaging capabilities [4]. Structured illumination in combination with ‘bucket’ detection (single detector acquisition) has gained popularity due to its inherent simplicity. Separately, illumination based upon non-redundant imaging relies on the use of structured light fields incident on a sample to detect its features by using the smallest number of illuminations i.e. to achieve the fastest acquisition. This is normally not the case when considering a scanned Gaussian beam approach where the partial overlap between adjacent excitation spots leads to no additional information (‘redundant’ measure) and to a decreased image resolution. Due to their orthogonality, optical eigenmodes (OEi) offer a natural set of fields that avoid any overlap in the probing the optical degrees of freedom of the sample [5, 6]. Additionally, the experimental in situ determination of the optical eigenmodes has the advantage of automatically taking into account all optical aberrations present in the optical system. It is therefore advantageous to use these OEi as structured illumination fields in the context of imaging.

Previously, we have developed a coherent indirect imaging technique [7] based on OEi fields. This paper demonstrates the first experimental application of this approach to the case of imaging spontaneous Raman scattering. In particular, Raman scattering is a vibrational microscopy method offering a label-free imaging contrast mechanism capable of probing non-invasively the chemical composition of biological and inert materials at microscopic scales [8–12]. It has promise for many applications yet has been hampered by long acquisition times which in turn has resulted in researchers resorting typically to more complex nonlinear vibrational spectroscopy methods.

Standard laser scanning based Raman spectroscopic imaging [13, 14] allows the quantification of the chemical heterogeneity of a sample in terms of the spatial distribution of its molecular constituents. For these reasons, Raman imaging applications cover a wide range of scientific disciplines such as, pharmacology, biology, medicine
and material science [15–18]. Importantly, Raman imaging is useful to measure the pharmacokinetic properties of tablets as well as aid in authenticity evaluation, manufacturing processes, biomedical imaging and even in counterfeit product identification [19]. However, there exists a trade-off between the achievable scanning based imaging speed and the spectral selectivity of such schemes. Raman spectroscopy is notoriously slow and not usually suitable for wide field imaging purposes as the signals are very weak (only one photon in one million is Raman scattered). The required detection times are of the order of seconds to minutes for each pixel. As a result, an image of an area of tens of micrometers in length and width typically requires hours to acquire, making micro-Raman not suitable for rapid large-scale imaging of pharmaceutical tablets as an example. Various Raman imaging methodologies have been proposed to alleviate this issue. In point and line scanning Raman imaging [13, 14, 20, 21] a circular or line shaped laser spot raster scans the sample in two spatial dimensions with a Raman spectrum recorded at each position.

Other direct imaging techniques illuminate the sample using a number of laser spots or a wide-field laser beam. The resulting Raman signal is directly imaged on a filtered detector acquiring a single measurement. For example in [22], the authors used an Hadamard mask to produce structure illumination pattern on the sample to generate only one-dimensional compressed Raman image. Additional wide-field Raman approaches include tunable detection band-pass filters and two-dimensional detector [23–25]. However, this method discards the Raman scattered photons outside the wavelength detection band rendering this approach spectrally inefficient. Recently, a multivariate hyperspectral Raman imaging (MHRI) approach has been introduced by Davis et al. based on a compressive spectral detection strategy [26]. Our approach applies a non-redundant approach to the illumination side of the Raman imaging enabling a step change in the acquisition process for this modality. This non-redundant approach is equivalent to a compression in the number of measures when comparing to a standard raster scan method. This is due to the fact that the standard raster scan approach inherently leads to an overlap between adjacent optical beams.

In our non-redundant Raman OEi imaging, we illuminate the sample with a predetermined set of optical eigenmodes. For each of the illuminations used, we measure the Raman spectrum from which we subsequently reconstruct the hyperspectral Raman image of the sample. An important outcome of this method is the adaptive resolution that can be achieved. Indeed, to increase the resolution, we do not need to rescan the sample with a finer step size but simply continue to probe the sample with increasingly higher order OEi illuminations. In effect, the higher the order of the OEi illumination, the finer the details probed by the OEi illumination. Furthermore, due to the non-redundant nature of OEi based structured illumination, we realise a given imaging resolution using the smallest number of OEi probes possible. Similar arguments are also employed when considering compressive fluorescence imaging [27]. The sparsity of the sample allows it to be imaged using a small number of illuminations. Here, we restrict the number of illuminations such that the sparse degrees of freedom of the optical setup are used optimally for probing from the onset delivering a non-redundant version of compressive imaging. Interestingly, our approach is also similar to “computational ghost imaging” whereby known fields are used to illuminate a sample and the image is reconstructed using the scattering coefficients [28, 29]. However, here the light is not shaped by a random mask created by a diffuser or spatial light modulator (SLM) but the illuminations correspond to a non-redundant set of orthogonal optical eigenmode beam profiles.

II. RESULTS

a. Determining the OEi. Figure 1a describes our experimental set-up. Figure 1b shows the theoretical spatial field distribution of the first nine Optical Eigenmodes $E_k$ in the region of interest (ROI) [7, 30]. We observe that as the order of the mode $t$ increases finer details are accessed. In order to check the orthonormality relation, in the region of interest (ROI), $\int_{ROI} E_k E_l^* d\sigma = \delta_{kl}$ of the experimentally implemented OEi, the complex product $E_k E_l^*$ is determined from four intensity acquisitions according to the polarization identity [31]. Each entry in the matrix in Fig. 1c corresponds to an orthonormality relation for a pair $k, l$. The matrix is almost diagonal, hence demonstrating orthonormality of the experimentally implemented modes in good approximation (for more details see the Methods section). Remark that the presence of high aberrations precludes the use of theoretically calculated eigenmodes, however, in this case these eigenmodes can be experimentally determined [5] automatically accounting for any aberration and angular dependance.

b. Raman OEi Imaging. As a first example, we imaged a sample consisting of a polystyrene bead in the top right corner of the ROI and a PMAA bead in the lower left corner, both beads are 3 mm in diameter. Figure 2a shows a bright-field image of the sample. Figures 2c and 2d depict raster scan Raman images of the sample obtained by integrating the main polystyrene and PMAA peaks, respectively (shown in Fig. 2a). In Fig. 2e the information from Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d are superimposed in a hyperspectral image, highlighting the polystyrene bead (red color) and the PMAA bead (in blue).

Following the raster scans, the same object was imaged with the OEi approach, using only the first $M = 4$ modes, where $M$ was chosen such as to deliver a signal to noise ratio (SNR) comparable to the raster-scan image (SNR defined later). The results are shown in Figs. 2f and 2g with the reconstruction carried out for the polystyrene and PMAA peaks, respectively. Fig. 2h depicts the hy-
FIG. 1. (a) Experimental configuration for Optical Eigenmode Raman microscopy. LLF: Laser line filter at 785 nm; L: Lens; SLM: Spatial light modulator; M: Mirror; I: Iris to filter out first diffraction order from SLM; DBS: Dichroic beam splitter reflecting visible light and transmitting infrared light; CCD: CCD camera; NF: Notch filters to transmit Raman scattered light into the spectrograph; MO: Microscope objective; S: Sample. (b) Spatial field distribution and (c) orthogonality matrix of the first nine OEi.

FIG. 2. (a) Spectrum for one polystyrene bead and one PMAA bead illuminated with the 4th eigenmode and 3s acquisition time. The area of the PMAA peak is indicated in blue while that of polystyrene is highlighted in red. (b) White-light image of the sample with a polystyrene bead in the top right corner and a PMAA bead in the lower left corner. (c), (d) Raman images obtained with 26 × 26 points raster scans. (e), (f) OEi Raman images corresponding to (c) and (d). (e) Graphical superposition of the intensity distributions in (c) and (d), showing the positions of the polystyrene bead (red) and the PMAA bead (blue). (h) The same as (e) for the OEi images.

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic of the SERS sample: 200 nm gold particle on a gold surface coated with the analyte dithiol. The hotspot between the gold layer and the sphere gives rise to a SERS signal. (b) SEM image of a sample area similar to the imaged one. (c) Reflected laser light from the 9 μm × 9 μm ROI chosen for imaging. Two agglomerates of gold particles are visible as dark spots. (d) SERS Raman raster scan of the sample plane. (e-i) OEi imaging reconstruction for M = 4 to M = 60 modes. (j) SERS spectrum of dithiol.

FIG. 4. (a) Experimental signal to noise ratio (SNR) and noise level as a function on the number of OEi illuminations. (b) Theoretical SNR and noise level as a function on the number of OEi illuminations for a system paraxial optical stochastically system including CCD readout, SLM beam creation and optical system noise. perspectral Raman OEi image. Both beads are clearly reconstructed in agreement with the standard raster scans, hence demonstrating the functionality of the method and its non-redundant nature. Furthermore, we remark that the OEi images visually exhibit a lower background noise compared to the raster scans.

c. SERS OEi imaging. In order to investigate the capabilities of the method to image samples with more highly resolved features, agglomerates of 200 nm gold nanoparticles were chosen as sample objects. The nanoparticles were deposited on a gold surface covered with an analyte, in our case dithiol [32, 33]. The small gap of less than 2 nm between the gold surface and the gold particles enables a strong field enhancement, giving rise to surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).
Fig. 3a shows a sketch of this arrangement with a gold sphere on the gold surface. As the object for the following experiments we chose a sample region with two agglomerates of particles. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) image in Fig. 3b shows an area of the sample, which is similar to the one we used for imaging. The actual object configuration is displayed in Fig. 3c, which is a reflection of the reference wave $E_{\text{ref}}$ from the sample surface. The nanoparticle agglomerates appear with low intensity due to scattering. The main Raman peak of dithiol is located at a Raman shift of about $1600\, \text{cm}^{-1}$ (Fig. 3j), area of integration highlighted in green). SERS raster scan using $22 \times 22$ pixels results in the image shown in Fig. 3d, revealing the SERS activity at the position of the gold particle agglomerates. The corresponding OEi based images are depicted in Figs. 3e to 3i for projection of $M = 4$ to $M = 60$ modes.

d. Signal to noise ratio. In Fig. 3, we observe visually that increasing the number $M$ of OEi used, the location and size of the SERS hotspots is reproduced with more accuracy. This effect can be quantified experimentally Fig. 4a and theoretically Fig. 4b by measuring the changes in the SNR and noise level as a function of the number of OEi illuminations used. The SNR is defined as the ratio between maximum Raman peak, in the high signal region, and the average signal from the image region void of Raman active medium where any measured signal can be associated with system noise. To determine the experimental SNR, we used the maximum Raman peak of the image divided by the mean value in the dotted squares in Figs. 3d,i for the raster scan and for the OEi image respectively. Note that, by adjusting the exposure time for each acquisition accordingly, the total laser power used to obtain both methods was identical. The results from the numerical simulation presented in Fig. 4b illustrate the case of a paraxial optical system consisting of a phase and amplitude mask for the SLM, an aperture lens modelling a generic finite optical system and the imaging plane corresponding to the Fourier plane with respect to the SLM plane. The model takes into account noise in the system (beam pointing stability and detection) for both the determination and the subsequent use of the OEi for imaging. Multiple numerical realisations are shown to visualise the effect of the noise.

e. Pharmaceutical applications. Finally, the applicability of the Raman OEi imaging was investigated in a pharmaceutical context. In particular, the compound distribution of the well-known anticongestion and analgesic compound SUDAFED (Wrafton Laboratories Ltd) was determined. Each capsule contains a microcrystal mixture of paracetamol (500 mg), caffeine (25 mg), and phenylephrine hydrochloride (6.1 mg). A white-light full field image of the sample is shown in Fig. 5a. The ROI of $3.6 \times 3.6\, \mu\text{m}$, marked with the white square, includes two adjacent microcrystals. Fig. 5b shows a typical Raman spectrum of the two compounds illuminated simultaneously by $\ell = 12$ OEi. The reconstructions, based on the coupling coefficients of the Raman bands unique for each compound, are depicted in Figs. 5c to 5f for $M = 4$ to $M = 16$ modes. It can be seen that two substances are clearly resolved.

III. DISCUSSION

The decomposition of the focal field into eigenmodes enables illumination of the object in its most non-redundant possible manner. The number of OEi illuminations ($M$) necessary is determined by the criteria chosen such as resolution or SNR. This number can either be done initially for an unknown sample by considering the optical coupling efficiency to each of the OEi or adaptively during the imaging process. Experimentally, hyperspectral Raman indirect imaging was shown for an object containing beads of different materials (Fig. 2) and hence different Raman signatures. In this case, we achieved a Raman image using only $M = 4$ OEi. In real terms, this corresponds to 16 illumination fields compared to $26 \times 26 = 676$ illuminations for the raster scan methods (Fig. 2d) delivering a compression of more than 40 times. Additionally, the OEi imaging concept was applied to a SERS sample (Fig. 3) and compared to raster scanning imaging as the native Raman imaging modality. In this case, by comparing the raster scan image with the $M = 17$ image in Fig. 3g, which shows a similar reconstruction, we observe a 7-fold compression ratio. This compression ratio still delivers a large improvement versus the traditional raster scan method albeit this is not as high as in the case of beads due to the present reproducibility issues with SERS substrates. The compression ratio can further be improved by a factor of 4 when detecting the complex field in the image.
plane using a holographic approach [34] as opposed to the polarization identity [31].

A further advantage of the method presented here is the improvement in the signal to noise ratio (SNR). If we look at the SERS experimental data (Fig. 3), for $M = 60$ modes good visual agreement of the OEi image (Fig. 3i) and the reference image (Fig. 3c) is observed. As for the images of the beads, the OEi images of the SERS sample exhibit a lower background than the raster scans. This visual impression was confirmed quantitatively in terms of the SNR (see Fig. 4a). With a value of 17.7, the SNR in the raster scan is an order of magnitude lower compared to the value of 245 measured in the OEi image. Fig. 4a also shows that increasing the number of OEi illuminations implies an increase of the SNR. A maximum (in this case at $M = 35$) is achieved when the noise level drops below a certain measurement resolution threshold (determined by considering the readout noise of the detector and its dynamic range). Additionally, each OEi mode is associated with a optical coupling efficiency (eigenvalue) linking the SLM beam generation plane to the imaging plane. As the OEi modes are ordered by decreasing eigenvalues, the larger the mode number the more difficult it becomes to create efficiently the corresponding OEi beam. This can also be seen in the slight increase in the noise level in Fig. 4.

An important aspect of any imaging method is its resolution. We investigated this factor by measuring the full width at half maximum of the larger of the two SERS clusters (dashed lines in Figs. 3c, 3d, 3g and 3i). The optical image used as reference image shows a width of $w_{\text{ref}} = 1.58 \mu m$. The raster scan image measures this particle agglomerate with a width of $w_{\text{rast}} = 2.57 \mu m$. This deviation is attributed to the background noise and the 400 nm step width of the raster scan, which was chosen for a good compromise between SNR and spatial resolution. In contrast, the Raman OEi imaging scheme does not rely on probing the sample at discrete points, but uses a continuous wide-field sample illumination. As a result, the width $w_{\text{OEi}, M=60} = 1.30 \mu m$ measured for the OEi image is in good agreement with the reference width $w_{\text{ref}}$. Further, adaptive resolution can be implemented using OEi illuminations. As shown in Figures 3 and 5, it is possible to continuously increase the image resolution by illuminating the sample with increasing higher order OEi without rescanning the sample.

It is by combining the SNR and resolution arguments that we can quantify the compression/non-redundancy level achieved by the OEi method discussed previously. Indeed, for determining the compression factor in the SERS case (Fig. 3), we look for the illumination containing the number of modes which produces the same spatial resolution as the raster scan. This is approximately the case for $M = 17$ in Fig. 3g, for which $w_{\text{OEi}, 17} = 2.70 \mu m$ and SNR = 43.2. Compared to the 484 acquisitions for the raster scan (SNR = 17.7), the OEi image required $4 \times 17 = 68$ acquisitions, hence we achieve approximately a 7-fold compression, while the SNR is still a factor 2.5 larger.

Finally, the applicability of the method for a practical task was shown by visualising the compound distribution of a pharmaceutical sample. By increasing the number of illumination to $M=16$, in a ROI of $3.6 \times 3.6 \mu m$ a resolution of $w_{\text{OEi}, 16} = 0.9 \mu m$ can be achieved allowing to visualize even small features. We believe that OEi based indirect imaging in conjunction with Raman spectroscopy is a very promising concept for numerous real world imaging applications.

The results demonstrate high potential of the method in pharmacology, for example to detect counterfeit pharmaceuticals, monitor processes and products, and provide data for root cause analysis.
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APPENDIX

f. Optical set-up. The experimental implementation of OEi Raman imaging is depicted in Fig. 1a: The expanded beam of a 1 W diode laser (TEC-420-0780-1000, Laser 2000, wavelength: 785 nm) is modulated by an SLM (LCOS-SLM X10468-02, Hamamatsu Photonics) and then coupled into a microscope objective (100×/1.30 Oil UPlanFL N, Olympus). The SLM is used to encode phase and amplitude onto the incident beam in first order diffraction configuration filtered by the iris [35]. The Raman scattered light from the sample is collected in epi-configuration and transmitted into a spectograph (Shamrock SR-303i-B, Andor) equipped with a cooled
CCD detector (Newton CCD, Andor). Spectra are acquired with a 400 lines/mm grating blazed for 850 nm with a monochromator slit width of 250 μm and 5 s acquisition time. The slit size was chosen such that all Raman signal from the sample is collected while minimising spectral resolution loss. An LED allows white light illumination of the sample to capture transmission images on a conventional CCD camera (Basler pilot piA640-210gm, 648 × 488 pixel resolution, 7.4 μmpixel pitch).

g. Optical eigenmodes implementation. Regarding the imaging modality, we expand the concept of optical eigenmode imaging [7] to Raman spectroscopical imaging. This technique is based on the single bucket detector measure of the optical scattering from the imaged sample under orthogonal eigenmode illumination. Conceptually, in this instance we replace the single detector by a spectrometer (see Fig. 1a) and generalise the imaging technique to scattering and conjugate focal plane detection. To illustrate these points, let us consider a set of $M$ optical eigenmodes $\mathbb{E}_k$ (with $k = 1...M$) defining, in the sample plane, an intensity orthonormal set of optical fields

$$\int_{ROI} \mathbb{E}^*_k \mathbb{E}_k \, d\sigma = \delta_{jk}$$  \hspace{6cm} (1)

where $ROI$ stands for the surface of the region of interest to be imaged. The optical eigenmodes can be determined either experimentally or theoretically. The experimental determination of the optical eigenmodes is taking into account the optical aberrations of the optical system and is equivalent to the measure of the optical transmission matrix between the spatial light modulator (SLM, see Fig. 1a) and the sample plane. However, this method is time consuming as the optical system itself needs to be experimentally characterised. If the optical set-up allows for aberration free, direct imaging and its optical transfer function is known, then it is possible to determine the set of optical eigenmodes numerically. This approach is faster though at the expense of loss of flexibility. Here, depending on the particular experiment in question, we employ both these approaches. Fig. 1b shows the pre-calculated OEi images after their propagation through the whole system and Fig. 1c verifies experimentally their orthonormality defined by equation (1).

h. Raman imaging. The OEi imaging technique relies on the measure of the complex projection coefficients $c_k$ corresponding to the optical overlap between the scattered field and the eigenmode illumination. These coefficients can be measured using multiple interferences between a reference beam and a OEi probe beam

$$c^*_k(\lambda) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{p=0}^{n-1} e^{i\frac{2\pi}{\lambda}p} \int_{ROI} s_{\lambda} \left| \mathbb{E}_{\text{ref}} + e^{-i\frac{2\pi}{\lambda}p}\mathbb{E}_k \right|^2 d\sigma$$

\hspace{1cm} = \int_{ROI} s_{\lambda} \mathbb{E}^*_k \mathbb{E}_k \, d\sigma$$  \hspace{6cm} (2)

where $s_{\lambda}$ stands for the spatially dependent incoherent Raman intensity scattering efficiency, $n \geq 3$ defines the number of phase differences used to measure the OEi projection coefficients, $\lambda$ the detection wavelength defined by the spectrometer and $\mathbb{E}_{\text{ref}}$ the spatially dependent reference wave. In this paper, we used $n = 4$ measures for each projection coefficient accounting for the factor of four between the number illuminations and number of probes.

Equation (2) highlights the major difference between OEi imaging in the incoherent Raman case and the coherent OEi imaging technique [7]. In the coherent case, we measure the projection coefficient in the Fourier plane of the sample, which transforms the reference beam into a single proportionality coefficient, irrespective of sample. The coefficients $d_k$ in the coherent case are given by:

$$d^*_k(\lambda) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{p=0}^{n-1} e^{i\frac{2\pi}{\lambda}p} \int_{ROI} T \left( \mathbb{E}_{\text{ref}} + e^{-i\frac{2\pi}{\lambda}p}\mathbb{E}_k \right) \, d\sigma^2$$

\hspace{1cm} \propto \int_{ROI} T \mathbb{E}_k \, d\sigma$$  \hspace{6cm} (3)

where $T$ stands for the spatially dependent field transmission coefficient of the sample. Equation (3) shows that the coherent coefficients correspond to the projection coefficients of $T$ on each of the optical eigenmodes $\mathbb{E}_k$. Therefore, the reconstructed image using these coefficients visualises the local transmission of the sample. On the other hand, we observe (Eq. (2)) that the reconstructed image using the incoherent scattering delivers the product between the local incoherent Raman scattering efficiency, $s_{\lambda}$, and the reference field, $\mathbb{E}_{\text{ref}}$. Using a uniform illumination beam as a reference will deliver similar results in both cases. In our experiments, we therefore use a defocussed Gaussian beam as reference beam.

As outlined above, the OEi Raman imaging process requires the determination of the complex coupling coefficient $c_k$ with respect to a Raman band of interest for each eigenmode $\mathbb{E}_k$ illumination. Exemplarily, Fig. 2a depicts a spectrum acquired for the illumination of a polystyrene bead and a polymetacrylate (PMAA) bead with one of the eigenmodes, $\mathbb{E}_1$. The absolute value squared of the projection coefficients $|c_k|^2$ can be seen as the integral over the Raman peak of interest. In Fig. 2a the polystyrene peak is highlighted red while the PMAA peak is indicated by blue colour. Full phase and amplitude can be obtained using equation (2) with at least three differential phase steps $n = 3$. In detail, both $\mathbb{E}_k$ and $\mathbb{E}_{\text{ref}}$ are simultaneously encoded on the SLM using random phase encoding [36].

After obtaining the coupling $c_k$ for each mode $\mathbb{E}_k$, an OEi image $T$ of the sample is formed by the superposition of the modes weighted with the corresponding coefficients:

$$T(\lambda) = \sum_{k=1}^{M} c_k(\lambda) \mathbb{E}_k$$  \hspace{6cm} (4)
where $T$ corresponds in reality to $s_2 E_{ref}$ i.e. the reconstructed image detects the Raman scattering density illuminated by the reference beam. For comparison to the OEt images, a conventional raster scanned image can be acquired by deflecting a focused beam over the sample and capturing a Raman spectrum for each scanning position. Each pixel of the image is then formed by integration over the relevant spectral region.


(2009).


